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ABSTRACT

The active control of rotordynamic vibrations and stability by magnetic bear-

ings and electromagnetic shakers has been discussed extensively in the litera-

ture. These devices, though effective, are usually large in volume and add

significant weight to the stator. The use of piezoelectric pushers may provide

similar degrees of effectiveness in light, compact packages.

Tests are currently being conducted at the NASA Lewis Research Center with

piezoelectric pusher-based active vibration control. The paper presents

results from tests performed on the NASA test rig as preliminary verification

of the related theory.
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MODELOFPIEZOELECTRICPUSHER

A piezoelectric pusher consists of a stack of piezoelectric ceramic disks that
expands in response to an applied voltage. The extension and force of the
pusher depends on the number and thickness of the disks and on the cross sec-
tional area of the disks, respectively.

The ideal model consists of a prescribed displacement =, which is proportional
to the input voltage, and a spring representing the stiffness of the stack.
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DEFLECTION VERSUS INPUT VOLTAGE

The figure shows a typical voltage versus tip displacement plot for the pusher

in the previous figure. The curve in this plot provides an approximate

description of the internal displacement _ versus voltage relation, since the

tip is unloaded and since the preload spring in the previous figure is very

light (114 Ib/in.). Therefore, it is assumed that the voltage sensitivity for

is SA = -1448 V/in.
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DEFLECTION VERSUS LOAD

Load deflection characteristics of the pushers, were obtained by securing each

one in a solid cylinder, applying the load W, which produces reaction R on

the protruding tip of the pusher, and then measuring the tip deflection.

Repeated tests with three separate pushers yielded an average stiffness of

approximately 20 000 ib/in.
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TESTRIG

This figure shows a simple sketch of the test rig, which consists of a 1-in.-
diameter shaft, a 24-in.-long, 5.l-in. diameter, 3.15-ib overhung disk, and
two squirrel-cage-mounted ball bearings. The outboard bearing is externally
forced by an orthogonal pair of piezoelectric pushers, which are, in turn,
positioned opposite the two eddy-current displacement probes d3 and d4.
The uncoupled, velocity feedback control law used is

= -G' d4=hor hor

= -G' d3=ver ver

where G' represents a gain factor.
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FEEDBACKCIRCUIT

This figure outlines how effective damping can be calculated once the probe
and actuator sensitivities and actuator stiffness are known. The horizontal
and vertical active damping were set equal in this arrangement, that is,
CA = 1.57G ib sec/in., where G is the amplifier gain.
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TESTVIBRATIONAMPLITUDESFORPROBESdI AND d2

The rotor was carefully balanced and then intentionally unbalanced by a known
amount (0.14 oz in.), in order to comparethe test results with those predicted
by an unbalance response computer program. The top figure shows the test
vibration amplitudes versus speed plots for the disk probe dI. The family of
curves is generated by switching amplifier gains in the feedback circuit and
calculating effective damping according to the feedback relationships. The
bottom figure shows the test vibration amplitudes for disk probe d2.
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COMPUTEDVIBRATIONAMPLITUDESFORPROBEdI OR d2

This figure showsthe computer simulation results for either probe dI or d2.
Although the test results show less damping than the predicted results exhibit,
the trends are very similar, and the test damping is still approximately
(57 Ib sec/in.).
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TESTVIBRATIONAMPLITUDESFORPROBESd3 AND d4

The top figure shows the test vibration amplitudes for the bearing housing
probe d3. The bottom figure shows the test vibration amplitudes for the bear-
ing housing probe d4.
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COMPUTEDVIBRATIONAMPLITUDESFORPROBEd3 OR d4

This figure showsthe computer simulation results for either probe d3 or
The results again indicate that the equation in the feedback circuit over-
predicts the active damping. However, the pushers do provide approximately
(80.0 ib sec/in.) damping at the highest amplifier gain setting.
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AIRCRAFT TURBINE ENGINE (T-64)

Computer simulations were performed to estimate the pusher stroke and force

requirements for providing useful levels of damping in actual turbomachinery.

The engine in this figure consists of a power turbine drive shaft supported

by two rolling-element bearings which rotate concentrically inside a hollow

gas-generator drive up to 17 000 rpm. There are four rolling-element bear-

ings associated with the gas-generator turbine that runs between i0 500 to

18 230 rpm. The power turbine drive shaft has a span of 55.5 in. and weighs

91.5 lb. The gas-generator driveshaft is 44.2 in. long and weighs 112 lb.
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MODESHAPEPLOTS

The plots below show the lowest, undampedforward mode, the lowest, undamped
backward whirl mode, and the second, forward whirl modefor the finite-element
model of each set. The upper plot is the power turbine, and the lower is the
gas generator. The gas generator participation in the first, forward whirl
modeis very small, but it predominates in the first, backward whirl mode. The
plot for second, forward whirl modeshows participation of both power turbine
and gas generator motion.
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POWERTURBINESTEADYRESPONSE

This figure shows an unbalance response plot at the outboard end of the gas
generator (node 36). The system is excited by out-of-phase unbalances of
0.25 oz in. at nodes 8 and 20. The damper is located at the right bearing of
the power turbine (node 21). The results show that a I00 Ib sec/in, damping
value can significantly attenuate vibration at all critical speeds.
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PRESCRIBEDPUSHERDISPLACEMENT

This figure shows the internal displacement = of the pusher damper.for the
previous unbalance response run..These results are based on = = -CZ/K, where
C is the active damping value, Z is the velocity of the pusher attachment
point (node 21), and K, the assumedpusher stiffness, is 25 000 ib/in. Note
that the maximuminternal displacement of the pusher with C = I00 is about
4 mils.
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REQUIREDPUSHERFORCEVERSUSSPEED

The plot shows pusher force (pusher stiffness times (Z - =) versus speed) for
the previous unbalance response run. The maximumpusher force with C = i00 is
approximately I00 lb.
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POWERTURBINESTEADYRESPONSE

This figure showsthe sameresponse as in the previous case. However, the
damper is now located at the outboard bearing of the gas generator, that is, at
node 36. At this location the damper is ineffective in controlling the lowest
mode. This results because the gas generator does not participate in this
mode, as shownin the modeshape plots.
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VARIATIONOFREALPARTVERSUSCROSS-COUPLEDSTIFFNESS

This rotor-bearing system is unstable if the damper is removedand an Alford
type cross couple stiffness of i000 Ib/in. is applied at node 37. The unstable
eigenvalue is 3.3 sec-I at 12 390 rpm. This figure shows the real part of the
sameeigenvalue when a 100-1b sec/in.-damper is installed at node 35. The
previously unstable modeis seen to be stable even with a cross-coupled stiff-
ness of i0 000 ib/in.
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SUMMARY

This presentation has examined the potential use of piezoelectric pushers for
active control of rotor-bearing system vibrations. The results showedsignifi-
cant levels of active damping contributed by the pushers (50 to 80 ib sec/in.)
and very good agreement between vibration response trends predicted by theory
and measuredon the rig. Finite-element computer simulations showed that sig-
nificant improvements in rotor stability and unbalance response could be
achieved with an active damping of i00 Ib sec/in., which requires a pusher with
displacement of about 4 mils, force of i00 ib, and a stiffness of 25 000 Ib/in.

. PIEZOELECTRIC PUSHERS APPLIED TO ACTIVE CONTROL OF ROTOR-BEARING

SYSTEM VIBRATIONS

• TESTING CONDUCTED AT NASA LEWIS SHOWED SIGNIFICANT LEVELS OF

ACTIVE DAMPING

• COMPUTER SIMULATIONS SHOWED PIEZOELECTRIC PUSHERS EFFECTIVELY

CONTROLLED VIBRATION IN ENGINES.
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